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Nanomechanical properties of multilayered amorphous carbon structures
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A possible route toward reducing the intrinsic compressive stress in as-grown amorphous carbon films on Si
substrates, with a high fraction of tetrahedral bonding, is by forming multilayereda-C structures composed of
layers dense and rich insp3 sites alternated by layers rich insp2 geometries, a type of an amorphous
superlattice. We present here a combined theoretical and experimental effort to investigate the stability, stress,
and elastic properties of this type ofa-C material. Our theoretical approach is based on Monte Carlo simula-
tions within an empirical potential scheme, while the experimental part consists of spectroscopic ellipsometry,
x-ray reflectivity, stress, and nanoindentation measurements in films prepared by magnetron sputtering. Our
central result is that the average stress in the multilayered structures is nearly eliminated through layer-by-layer
stress compensation, yet the fraction ofsp3 sites in the dense regions remains high, sustained by the over-
whelmingly compressive local stresses. Thesp3-rich layers are stable both against a moderate increase of the
width of the low-density layers, as well as under thermal annealing. The elastic moduli of the multilayered
films are comparable with those of single-layer films. This, in conjuction with their low stress, makes them
suitable for mechanical purposes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.205203 PACS number~s!: 61.43.Dq, 61.43.Bn, 62.20.Dc, 81.15.Cd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of intrinsic stress in tetrahedral amorpho
carbon (ta-C) films has attracted considerable attention
the last decade.ta-C is a hydrogen-free form of amorphou
carbon with a high percentage ofsp3 ~tetrahedral! bonded
atoms.1 Its attractive features are the wide band gap, h
hardness, and biocompatibility that make it suitable for m
chanical purposes. Applications include hard coatings, s
membranes for flexural plate sensors, and as an ultrah
low-stiction material for microelectromechanical~MEMS!
developments. It is a universal finding that as-grownta-C
films possess high average intrinsic compressive stress.
is built up during deposition and gives rise to the adhes
failure observed at the film/substrate interface when th
layers ofta-C are grown. It is, therefore, desirable to redu
this stress.

The prospect of stress reduction inta-C, eitherin situ or
post growth, is first of all related to whether or not the hi
sp3 fraction can be sustained under conditions of low stre
This matter has been the subject of a considerable deb
One point of view is that the compressive stress is the ca
ative factor for the formation ofsp3 sites,2,3 which implies
that without a minimum critical stress the highsp3 fraction
cannot be sustained. An alternative point of view is that
compressive stress and the highsp3 fraction in as-grown
films arises from the densification during the deposit
process.4 However, this model does not tell us what wou
happen when the stress is relaxed.

Previous theoretical work by one of the authors5,6 ad-
dressed this point. It has been shown that the equilibr
ground state of anyta-C film that relaxes the external con
straints and the applied pressure~conditions imposed during
deposition! corresponds to zero average intrinsic stress,
0163-1829/2002/65~20!/205203~14!/$20.00 65 2052
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the high percentage ofsp3 sites is maintained. This is a
general result, independent of the densityr and the mean
coordination numberz of the film. A prerequisite for the
gradual transition to the ground state demands the film to
thick enough, so that its bulk portion is substantially larg
than the interfacial region, giving it the flexibility to relax th
applied pressure.

This theoretical approach offers us the opportunity to d
ferentiate between the stressed, nonequilibrium structu
formed during growth, and post-growth films that can rea
their ground zero-stress state through relaxation. One p
sible route toward the relaxed state is through thermal
nealing that provides the necessary energy to overcome
barrier between the two states, as recent experiments
shown.7–10The process is accompanied with small variatio
in bond lengths and angles without the need for convers
of sp3 sites tosp2 sites. Thus, the intrinsic stress is in prin
ciple not a crucial factor for the stabilization ofsp3 sites in
post-growth annealed films. For as-grown films, it is s
unclear whether a critical value of compressive stress is
quired to sustain the highsp3 fraction as one of the models2,3

suggests.
Another important theoretical result concerns the intrin

stress at the atomic level.5,6 It was found that there is an
inhomogeneous distribution of atomic level stresses inta-C,
characterized by a high probability to find ansp3 site under
compressive stress and, analogously, by a high probabilit
find an sp2 site under tensile stress. Furthermore, it w
shown6 that it is possible to preserve the local compress
stresses under relaxation-thermal annealing so as to avoi
sp3→sp2 transformation, while at the same time the loc
stresses are redistributed in such a way as to relieve the
stress in the film.

An alternative pathway of stress relaxation that has b
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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recently explored11,12 is through the formation of multilay-
ered~ML ! a-C structures on Si substrates, that are compo
of layers dense and rich insp3 geometries alternated by lay
ers rich insp2 sites, a kind of amorphous superlattice. T
aim is to achieve stress relaxation during growth without
need for post-growth treatment. Thesp2-rich layers in this
sequential design act as a soft elastic medium under te
or neutral stress compensating the compressive stress i
composite structure that is being accumulated due to
highly strainedsp3-rich layers. This is especially importan
for the interface region where excessive stress produces
hesion failure. For this reason, one starts by forming a t
sp2-rich layer at the interface that is followed by a thick
sp3-rich layer. This sequence is repeated several times. C
has to be taken, however, so that the introduction of the s
graphitelike regions does not degradate the desired diam
like properties of the composite ML structure.

The clue to the success of this design can be found in
theoretical analysis presented above. The average stre
the ML structure might be eliminated through layer-by-lay
stress compensation, but the local compressive stresses
sp3-rich layers have to be preserved so that thesp3 geom-
etries remain stable. This is the crucial point. If thesp2 lay-
ers propagate tensile stresses through lattice relaxatio
the sp3 layers and the favorable compressive conditio
are overturned, then the ML structure will be transform
into a single-layersp2-rich film. Thus, important parameter
in the ML design are the relative thickness of t
sp2/sp3 layers and the elastic response of the interfa
between them.

Guided by these fundamental considerations, we car
out Monte Carlo~MC! simulations in order to investigate th
stability, stress, and elastic properties of multilayereda-C
structures. These simulations are complemented by and c
pared to spectroscopic ellipsometry, stress, and nanoinde
tion measurements in ML films prepared by the magnet
sputtering technique. Our aim is to associate the microsc
aspects that can be revealed by the MC simulations with
macroscopic quantities measured by experiment, to un
stand the important factors controlling the development
ML’s, and to calibrate both the theoretical and experimen
approaches for a better description of complexa-C struc-
tures.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outli
our theoretical and experimental methods of investigation
Sec. III we give the results obtained about the structu
properties, the stresses, and the elastic properties of
structures and discuss their implications. We give our c
clusions in Sec. IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Theoretical methods

The theoretical investigation of the equilibrium structu
and properties ofa-C ML’s is based on continuous-spac
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations. The basic underlying stati
tical ensemble is the isobaric-isothermal (N,P,T) ensemble,
in which equilibration of a given structure is performed u
der conditions of constant number of atomsN in the system,
20520
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constant pressureP, and constant temperatureT. These con-
ditions are the most appropriate as they mimic usual exp
mental conditions in the laboratory. The implementation
this ensemble for MC simulations is done through the M
tropolis algorithm.13 We have two types of moves: rando
atomic displacements (sN→s8N), wheresN is symbolic for
the 3N scaled atomic coordinates in the cell, and volum
changesV→V8. These moves are accepted with the pro
ability

Pacc5Min@1,exp~2bDW!#;e2DW/kBT, ~1!

where

DW5DUdispl~sN→s8N!1P~V82V!2NkBT ln~V8/V!.
~2!

DUdispl is the change in potential energy due to the atom
displacements both during the random moves and the
ume changes. The volume involving terms~the last two
terms! operate only during the volume changes.

It is advantageous to use the (N,P,T) ensemble because
allows volume and density fluctuations and leads to equ
bration of the cell density. Thus, it avoids thea priori fixing
of density@use of the microcanonical (N,V,E) or canonical
(N,V,T) ensembles#, which involves the risk of not relaxing
completely the external forces and stresses applied to
system. This is particularly important at the stage of comp
ing the system properties. However, for certain stages in
simulations, it is more convenient to use the (N,V,T) en-
semble, as described below.

For the simulations we use two types of computatio
cells. The first type~I! is periodic in all three dimensions
with lattice parameters allowed to relax to their natural v
ues. This type models the bulk portion of the ML’s, which
overwhelmingly the largest part, deep inside the struct
and away from the interface and surface regions. We h
cells of two sizes belonging to this category, composed
1760 and 2240 atoms, depending on the thicknesses o
individual layers. In the second type~II !, the a-C ML is
formed on top of ac-Si substrate and it is periodically re
peated in the two lateral directions with lattice paramet
constrained to be those of Si. The type II structure gives
the opportunity to model three different regions at the sa
time: close to the interface~labeled IF!, the bulk layers, and
near the surface~labeled S!. Type II supercells contain 3680
atoms, of which 480 are Si atoms in the substrate and 3
are C atoms in the ML.

To generate both types of cells, we start with crystalli
~100! diamond monolayers in the ML@plus crystalline~100!
silicon substrate layers for type II cells#. The layers to be in
the sp2-rich regions of the ML are packed at graphitelik
densities, while those in thesp3-rich regions are packed a
diamondlike~and even higher! densities. The layers in the
ML are liquified at ;9000 K and subsequently cooled
300 K at rates up to;40 ~MC steps!/atom-K, while atoms in
the c-Si substrate are kept frozen. In this part of the simu
tion, the (N,V,T) ensemble is invoked keeping the ML vo
ume constant. In particular, we introduce reflective ima
nary walls that separate the distinctly different region lay
3-2
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and do not permit atomic diffusion between the boundar
keeping the layer density constant during melting and am
phization. After quenching to 300 K, the walls are remov
and the whole structure, including several layers of the s
strate in type II cells, is fully relaxed at zero pressure w
the (N,P,T) ensemble. We denote thesp2-rich layers withA
and thesp3-rich layers withB. We have twoA layers and
two B layers in anABAB sequence.

The large size of the supercells does not permit the us
any other energy functional for the modelling of the inte
atomic interactions other than of an empirical potential. F
the present investigations, the interactions are modelled
the empirical potentials of Tersoff for multicompone
systems,14 which have been extensively tested and appl
with success in similar contexts, both in strained semic
ductor alloys15,16as well as in simulations ofa-C systems.5,6

~The multicomponent case refers to type II cells where
have, besides the elemental C-C and Si-Si interactions,
cross Si-C interactions at the interface.! The C-C interactions
provide a fairly good description ofa-C phases, especiall
regarding the energetics and derived quantities. A less g
description is provided forp bonding interactions due to th
lack of medium-range forces, resulting in excessively co
pact and dense networks at intermediate coordinations, a
shall discuss below.

The main quantities of interest in this work are the atom
level stresses and the elastic moduli of the ML’s. The atom
stresses ina-C networks result due to the intrinsic disord
~local distortions of bond lengths and angles!, and due to the
local incompatibility thatsp2 sites feel in an environmen
rich in sp3 sites, and vice versa. An extensive description
the concept of local stress and its application toa-C net-
works is given in a recent article.6 The calculation of this
quantity is readily done within the empirical formalism em
ployed here, which allows the decomposition of the to
energy of the system into atomic contributions. The stres
are then directly computed from the local~atomic! energetics
by considering an atomic compression~tension! of the sys-
tems i52dEi /d ln V;piVi , whereEi is the energy of atom
i and V is the volume. Dividing by the atomic volumeV i
converts into units of pressurepi . The total intrinsic stress o
the system can be calculated by summing up thes i over all
atoms. For a completely strain compensated system the
stress is zero. This means that the individual contributi
cancel each other, but it does not mean that they are th
selves also diminished.

The elastic moduli are calculated with the method of h
mogeneous deformation. One redefines the supercell wit
external straine, and the elastic modulusc is obtained from
the elastic energy12 ce2 after all internal degrees of freedom
have been fully relaxed. Specifically, for the calculation
the shear modulusm5(c112c12)/2, we use a volume con
serving orthorhombic strain~for details see Ref. 17!. The
equilibrium bulk modulus at zero pressureB0
5V(d2E/dV2)V5V0

, is obtained by considering a uniform
hydrostatic expansion~compression! of the system and dif-
ferentiating the energy-versus-volume curve. The modulu
extension~Young’s modulus! Y is calculated using the ex
20520
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pressionB05Y/3(122n), wheren5c12/(c111c12) is Pois-
son’s ratio. Formally, the elastic constantsc11 andc12 are not
defined for the infinite amorphous system, but one can i
schematic way calculate them for a periodic supercell w
an amorphous network.

B. Experimental methods

The multilayera-C films were deposited at room tem
perature by the rf magnetron sputtering~MS! technique on
c-Si ~100! substrates, using a graphite target~99.999% pu-
rity! and a sputtering power of 100 W.18,19 Additional thin
single-layera-C films were produced by the same techniq
as well as by electron beam evaporation~EBE!. We also
analyzed films that were produced at Cambridge Univer
using the filtered cathodic vacuum arc~FCVA! technique.20

The three deposition techniques~EBE-MS-FCVA! cover
a full range of a-C films from graphitic to fully sp3

bonded.21 The EBE- and FCVA-produced films were used
references of highly graphitic and highly tetrahedrala-C,
respectively.

No matter what the actual growth mechanisms are,
formation ofsp3-bonded carbon is generally attributed to t
ion bombardment of the film surface during growth.3,4,22–26

Especially, in sputter deposition ofa-C, the ion bombard-
ment can be achieved by applying a negative bias voltageVb
to the substrate during deposition.18,19,26Then, the ions pro-
vide most of their kinetic energyE to the surface and sub
surface atoms of the depositeda-C film. E is the sum of the
average energy of the dischargeEa and the energy provided
by the electric field induced byVb (E5Ea1euVbu, Ea being
;30 eV as measured by a Langmuir plasma probe!.27 In
this process several energetic species are involved and
contribution of the carrier gas ions (Ar1) is the most impor-
tant one. It was found that a strong correlation exists betw
the volume fraction of Ar impurities and thesp3 content,26

due to the local stresses which are induced by the presen
the large Ar1 ions.

Following this process we deposited highly graphitica-C
films (sp3 fraction,30%) on floating Si substrates~without
ion bombardment! anda-C films with considerablesp3 con-
tent ~up to 50–55 %! on biased substrates (2100 V,Vb,
220 V). The properties of thea-C single layers deposited
on biased (Vb5220 V) and floating Si substrates are sum
marized in Table I.

The a-C multilayers have been grown by depositing s
quential thin layers with alternating bias condition

TABLE I. Properties of the single-layera-C films deposited by
MS on biased and floating substrates.

Film properties Floating Biased

sp3 content~%! ;12 ;56
~from XRR!

intrinsic stress~GPa! 0.7 6.5
hardness~GPa! 7 24
elastic modulus~GPa! 120 200
density (g cm23) 1.9 2.62
3-3
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(floating/Vb5220 V).11,12 By starting the growth with the
deposition of a thin layer on floating substrate (A-type lay-
ers!, a better adhesion of the multilayer structure on the
substrate can be achieved due to the low stress; then, a 2
thick layer deposited withVb5220 V (B-type layer! was
grown in order to achieve a highsp3 fraction of the whole
film. The final studied films consist of threeAB bilayers
(ABABAB structure! with total thickness ranging betwee
75–120 nm, depending on the thickness of theA-type layers
~5, 7, 10, 15, 20 nm!.

The hybridization and thickness of each layer have b
studied by spectroscopic ellipsometry~SE!. In situ spectro-
scopic ellipsometry spectra were obtained using a Jo
Yvon phase-modulated ellipsometer in the spectral ra
1.5–5.5 eV with a step of 20 meV. SE is a nondestruct
optical technique which measures the complex dielec
function @ ẽ(v)5e1(v)1 i e2(v)# of the material.28 How-
ever, for the case of a thin transparent film deposited o
bulk substrate, the measured dielectric function takes
account the contribution of the substrate, as well, and i
called pseudodielectric function̂ ẽ(v)&. The measured

^ẽ(v)& were analyzed with the Bruggeman effective mediu
theory ~BEMT! in combination with the three-phase~air/
film/substrate! model29 using the appropriate reference d
electric functions, which describe the optical response of
fully sp2 ~Ref. 30! and fully sp3 bonded31 a-C. The quanti-
tative results of the SE analysis have been validated
confirmed, for the case of thea-C single layers, by x-ray
reflectivity ~XRR! and x-ray photoelectron spectrosco
~XPS! studies.26

The density and morphology of thea-C single and
multilayer structures have been studied by XRR. XRR c
culates the film density (r) from the critical angle for total
reflectionuc through the relation

uc
252N0~e2/2pmc2!~Zr/A!l2, ~3!

whereN0 is Avogadro’s number,A the mean atomic mass,l
the x-ray wavelength andZ the mean number of electron
per atom,e andm the electron charge and mass, respectiv
andc the speed of light in air. The measured density can
also used to calculate thesp3 content in the film, as it is
proportional to thesp3 volume fraction.32

The measured intensity in an XRR scan, obtained from
thin film at angles larger thanuc , exhibits interference
fringes that originate from the multiple reflections of th
x-ray beam at the film/substrate interface.32–34 These inter-
ference fringes are very sensitive to the film thickness an
the surface and interface roughness of the film due to
scattering of the x-ray beam to nonspecular directions.35,36

Especially for thea-C multilayers, the height of the interfer
ence fringes is very much affected by the density cont
and the quality of the interfaces between theA and B
layers.12

The XRR experiments were performed in Bragg-Brenta
geometry using a Siemens D-5000 diffractometer equip
with a Goebel mirror37 and a special reflectivity sample stag
and were described in detail elsewhere.38 The XRR measure-
ments were analyzed using theREFSIM software and a Monte
20520
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Carlo algorithm,38 assuming a structure consisting of thr
identical bilayers deposited on Si (Si/ABABAB), with vary-
ing parameters the thickness and the density of each i
vidual layer (A or B) and the roughnessr i of the AB inter-
face.

The internal stress of each deposited layer has been m
sured by the cantilever laser beam~CLB! technique, which
measures the variations of the curvature of the film/subst
system occurring due to the stress in the film. The stresss is
calculated from the difference in the curvature by Stone
modified formula39

s5
Esh

2

6d~12ns!
S 1

Rs
2

1

Rf
D , ~4!

whereEs and ns are the elastic modulus and the Poisso
ratio of the substrate,h and d the substrate and film thick
ness, respectively, andRs and Rf the measured radius o
curvature of the substrate and the film, respective
The CLB measurements, were performed after the depos
of each layer,11,12 using a commercial instrument from
Tencor, Inc., which employs a double laser beam with 6
and 715 nm wavelength. The experimentally determin
internal stress is equivalent to our calculated total intrin
stress.

The elastic properties~elastic modulusE and hardnessH)
of the films were conducted using a Nano Indenter XP s
tem with the continuous stiffness measurements~CSM!
option.40 Prior to each indentation test, two indents in 1
nm depth were conducted in fused silica to evaluate the
condition. A detailed description of the system and the CS
depth-sensing tests have been presented elsewhere.41 In all
CSM depth-sensing tests a total of ten indents were avera
to determine the meanH and E values for statistical pur-
poses, with a spacing of 50 (mm).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure

We first address the structural properties of MLa-C films.
We first present the theoretical results obtained by the
simulations, and then compare them with the experime
findings.

As pointed out in the methodology section, we genera
two types of ML cells, type I simulating the bulk of th
material, and type II introducing interface and surface
fects. The construction of both types of cells is a challeng
process due to the complexity of the structures. To dem
strate that our effort was successful, we portray in Fig.
three-dimensional~3D! plot of a typical bulk ML cell show-
ing clearly the alternation of thesp2-rich regions~layersA)
with the sp3-rich regions~layersB). In this particular cell,
having an average coordination numberz̄ equal to 3.56, the
layersA have a thickness of;8 Å and the layersB have a
thickness of;24 Å. The distribution of atoms is rather in
homogeneous, characterized with a significant clustering
sp2 sites in layersB. This is an important property ofta-C.
The interfaces between the regions are not sharp. Ther
instead, a continuous variation of coordination from the inn
3-4
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parts of the layers, where eithersp2 or sp3 coordination
prevails depending on the type of the layer, to the interf
regions where there is a crossover in the dominant coord
tion. ~Actually, during the formation of the cell, the use
the imaginary walls keeps the layer thickness and the in
faces sharp, but this changes when the walls are removed
the structure is relaxed.!

A more quantitative picture of this transition is obtain
by partitioning the ML cell into thin slices~of thickness
equal to 3 Å) in the vertical direction and computing t
fractions of sp2 and sp3 sites in each one of them. Th
results of this analysis, for the cell described above, are g
in Fig. 2 which plots the relevant fractions with respect to t
depthz in the ML. The maximum fraction of thesp3 sites
~70–75 %! occurs deep in the middle of layersB and
its minimum~20%! in the middle of layersA, and vice versa
for the sp2 fraction. The average fraction ofsp3 sites
in regionsB is ;60% and in layersA ;30%. We could
somewhat loosely specify the interface boundaries
the positions where thesp3 andsp2 distributions cross each
other. The density of layersA is ;2.5 g cm23, that is
graphitelike, while that of layersB is ;3.3 g cm23, that is
diamondlike.

FIG. 1. Illustration of a bulk~type I! multilayered cell, periodi-
cally repeated in all directions, with a mean coordination num

z̄53.56. Atoms are shown according to coordination: dark g
spheres denote threefold atoms while light grey spheres show
fold atoms.
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The same overall trends and a clear distinction betweeA
andB layers are found in all ML’s studied. Thesp3 fraction
in layersB depends rather weakly on the relative thickne
ratio d(A/B). For example, it is reduced to;53% when
d(A/B) is nearly 1/2, compared to 60% in the 1/3 case d
cussed above. This shows the stability of layersB against
increasing the width of layersA ~which of course remains
smaller than the width of layersB). We also checked the
thermal stability of the ML structures by annealing them
higher temperatures and then cooling them back to 300
This check is important especially for layersB, where it is
essential to preserve the highsp3 fractions. We found that
the ML’s are stable up to;1000 K. Beyond this point there
is a massive transformation ofsp3 sites intosp2 sites, con-
sistent with earlier findings,42 signifying a graphitization of
the whole structure.

At this point, we would like to discuss in some deta
some reports in the literature43–46 arguing that simulations
with the Tersoff potential at typicalta-C densities
(>3 g cm23) underestimate thesp3 fraction by almost a
factor of 2. For example, Stephan and Haase~SH! ~Ref. 44!
found in molecular dynamics~MD! simulations that at a den
sity of 3 g cm23 the sp3 fraction is 34%. Marks43 inter-
preted this result as indicating severe underestimation of
rahedral bonding with the Tersoff potential. However, M
simulations with this potential have repeatedly foundsp3

fractions well exceeding 70%.5,6 At this specific density
(3 g cm23), networks were generated with;50% sp3

bonding. At 3.2 g cm23 the MC networks contain abou
78% sp3 sites. Thus, it seems that the MC simulations a
those of SH contradict each other. This requires an expla
tion.

The answer to the paradox lies in the kind of statisti
ensembles used in the two simulations. In the MD simu
tions of SH, as in most MD simulations, the microcanonic
(N,V,E) ensemble is used. This means formation of t

r

y
r-

FIG. 2. Variation ofsp3 andsp2 fractions as a function of depth
z in the ABAB ML cell shown in Fig. 1, averaged in thin slices o
width of 3 Å. The squares and solid line denote thesp3 variation,
while the triangles and dashed line show thesp2 variation. The
thick solid and dashed lines are polynomial fits to the respec
points.
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amorphous structure during quenching at zero applied p
sure. This fact has been pointed out by SH. To the contr
the MC simulations, carried under the (N,P,T) ensemble,
form the amorphous network under applied pressure, wh
stabilizes thesp3 bonding, without fixinga priori the den-
sity. At the final stage, when cooling is completed and equ
bration is taking place, the pressure is removed and the
sity comes out as a result of the simulation. Actually, the M
and MC simulations are not directly comparable because
laxation of the constant-volume constraint in the MD sim
lations would lower the density of the network. According
our estimates,5 a 34%sp3 fraction corresponds to a relaxe
density of;2.9 g cm23 with the Tersoff potential. Still, this
density estimate is an overestimation. It is a result of
absence in this potential of an explicitp bonding term that
would treat properlyp repulsion and give to the network th
correct density. This problem is more serious for low-
intermediate-sp3 content networks, wherep bonding is pre-
dominant, and less inta-C networks. In the latter, the densit
is overestimated by;3 –4 %.

So, it is possible to construct high-sp3 content networks
with the Tersoff potential by quenchingunder pressure. Val-
ues as high as 2–3 Mbar have been used in the past in o
to achieve this.5,6 ~The equivalent in the NVE or NVT case i
to generate a liquid at superdiamond densities; after que
ing and amophization, however, the volume and density
to be relaxed.! The pressure is needed to overcome the b
rier betweensp2 andsp3 sites.42 It does also help to avoid
numerous artificial configurations mixing threefold- a
fourfold-coordinated atoms, that arise due to the absenc
p bonding terms. The resulting structures, after pressure
lease and density equilibration, are metastable with respe
transformation ofsp3 to sp2 sites, but only at high tempera
tures~1100 K! as we have shown in the past,5,42and in agree-
ment with experiment. To the contrary, none of the oth
liquid-quenching MD simulations reporting high-sp3 con-
tents, using eitherab initio forces47,48 or other empirical
potentials,43 have been able to probe the stability ofta-C
networks as a function of temperature.

ta-C films are usually grown on Si~100! substrates. In
order to include the substrate/film interface~IF! effect on the
ML, and to have a more direct comparison with our expe
mental observations, we also analyzed cells of type II
typical ‘‘epitaxial’’ c-si/ABAB cell is portrayed in Fig. 3.
The total thickness of the film is;75 Å. We clearly see tha
the depicted structure exhibits the desired modulations
coordination. A comparison to the bulk cell of Fig. 1, show
that there are some structural differences at the IF region
at the surface region, as expected. Most notable are
enrichement of the interface region withsp3 atoms, in the
otherwise sp2-rich layer A, and the enrichement of th
surface in the topB layer with sp2 atoms, a feature o
ta-C that is by now well established both by experimen49

and by theory.50,51 The two inner, bulk layersB andA have
more or less similar structural characteristics in both ty
of cells.

An alternative way of looking into how thesp2 andsp3

atoms are distributed in the film is the following. We com
pute the unnormalized probabilities of finding threefold a
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fourfold atoms at depthz, which measures the distance fro
the interface to the surface of the multilayered structu
These probabilities are defined as the atomic-position de
ties of statesP(z)5dN/dz, wheredN is the number ofsp2

or sp3 sites lying in the vertical position interval betweenz
and z1dz. The resulting distributions are shown in Fig.
The thick lines are polynomial fits to the very fine mesh
P(z). Indeed, the probability for findingsp3 atoms is mark-
edly pronounced in the twoB layers, while that ofsp2 atoms
is larger in layersA. Still, there is an appreciable amount
sp2 atoms in theB layers ~it is quantified below!. A third
peak in panel~a! shows that the surface is enhanced withsp2

atoms, in accordance with the visual inspection of Fig. 3.
interesting effect is that the center of gravity of thesp2 dis-
tribution in the first of theA layers is shifted towards the
interface which is rich insp2 atoms. This is in agreemen
with experimental work.49 The other interesting feature ap
pears in panel~b!, namely, a tendency forsp3 atoms to
gather near the interface, as we discussed above, when
rest of theA layer is almost depleted from them. A clos
inspection of the interface region shows that this effect
driven by the tendency of carbon atoms to preserve the
rahedral arrangements of silicon atoms in the topmost la
of the substrate. Thus most of these tetrahedral carbon a
participate in SiC-like geometries.

Following the partitioning procedure described above
the bulk cell, we compute thesp3 fraction and density in thin

FIG. 3. Illustration of an epitaxial~type II! ML cell, periodically
repeated in the two lateral directions. Open spheres show Si a
in the substrate. Light grey~dark grey! spheres show fourfold
~threefold! carbon atoms in the ML, respectively.
3-6
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slices (3 Å) across thec-Si/ABAB ML. The results are
given in Fig. 5. The maximumsp3 fraction in theB layers
reaches;70%, while in theA layers is ;10%. This is
somewhat lower than in the bulk case, and reflects the e
of the surface and interface environments. Tensile stress
ditions in these areas disfavor the formation ofsp3 sites. The

FIG. 4. Position probabilities vs depth~see text!, at 300 K, in the
ABAB ML structure shown in Fig. 3. The interface~IF! with the Si
substrate and the free surface~S! are denoted by arrows.~a! For sp2

atoms.~b! For sp3 atoms.

FIG. 5. Variation of thesp3 fraction ~a! and of the mass densit
~b! in the multilayered structure shown in Fig. 3.
20520
ct
n-

density variations follow closely the respective variations
the sp3 fraction in the multilayers. TheB layers are quite
dense with certain slices reaching a density of;3.4 g cm23.
~Diamond has a mass density of 3.51 g cm23.! As we ex-
plained above, these values are overestimated for thesp3

fractions at hand. More appropriate estimates would be ab
3.2 g cm23.

The experimentally produced multilayer cells are bigg
than the calculated ones. The thickness of the wh
multilayer structure ranges from 750 to 1200 Å, and tho
of the individual layer is between 50–200 Å. The hig
thickness of the produced cell has been chosen in order to
the highest possible accuracy and to avoid the inherent l
tations of the characterization techniques~SE and XRR!.
Although there is a different scale for the dimension
the experimental and calculated cells, there is go
qualitative agreement between the experimental and ca
lated results.

From the SE data analysis using the Bruggeman effec
medium theory29–32 we obtained the film composition (sp2,
sp3 fractions! and the thicknessd of each deposited layer
We have found that thesp2 and sp3 fractions exhibit a
modulation versus the film thickness. The modulation per
depends on the bias voltage applied to the substrate. Figu
shows the depth profile of thesp3/sp2 contentversusthe
thicknessz (z50 refers to the Si substrate!, based on the
results of BEMT analysis, for a representativea-C multilayer
structure deposited by MS. The individualsp3- andsp2-rich
layers can be easily identified, though their interfaces are
quite sharp. Thesp3/sp2 ratio increases in thea-C multi-
layers whenVb,0 V and decreases whenVb.0 V ~float-
ing substrate!. The values of thesp3 content in the individual
layers were found to be somewhat lower than the ones in
single layer films deposited with the same conditions.26 This
underestimation of thesp3 content is due to the roughAB
interfaces that cause light scattering, which misleads
BEMT model to translate it as optical absorption in t
vis-UV spectral region, overestimating the content

FIG. 6. Variation of thesp3 andsp2 fractions in a representative
multilayereda-C film as a function of the film thicknessz ~the Si
substrate is atz50). The individualsp3- and sp2-rich layers are
easily identified, though the current SE analysis underestim
much thesp3 fraction.
3-7
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C. MATHIOUDAKIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205203
sp2-bondeda-C. Nevertheless, SE can provide the quali
tive profile and a good quantitative approximation of t
sp3/sp2 variation within the individualA and B layers, as
shown in Fig. 6.

In addition to SE, thea-C multilayers were examined in
more detail, concerning the individual thickness of the lay
A and B, by XRR and transmission electron microsco
studies in cross section geometry~XTEM!.12 The cross ex-
amination of thea-C multilayers by the above three tec
niques provides the following:~i! a very good agreemen
between the three techniques concerning the total film th
ness and the modulation periodl ~i.e., the thickness of the
AB bilayer! and~ii ! a difference in the thickness of the ind
vidual A and B layers was detected between XRR/XTE
and SE. The thickness of theA layers found by XRR/XTEM
were smaller than the ones deduced by SE.

In order to identify the origin of this difference betwee
SE and XTEM/XRR a BEMT model using a stratifieda-C
structure was employed.11,12Thus, we examined the effect o
layerB ~A! when deposited on layerA ~B!, assuming that the
film consists of separated layers and taking into account o
the last two layers of the growing film~the previous layers
were frozen!. Following this analysis, we can discern a thic
ness reduction in layersA ~rich in sp2 bonds!, of 30–40 Å,
caused during the deposition of the layersB. This thickness
reduction in layersA, when a layerB is deposited, can be
attributed to either the partial transformation of topsp2

bonded material tosp3 one, due to the stress field originatin
from theB layer and applied to the top of thesp2-rich layer,
or to the densification of layerA due to the intense Ar1 ion
bombardment.19,26

On the other hand the deposition of layersA on the top of
layersB was found to cause no measurable thickness red
tion of layers B. The XRR analysis confirms this partia
transformation of the topsp2-rich layer tosp3 rich in terms
of the roughness of theA/B interface. Figure 7 shows th
x-ray reflectivity vs the x-ray scattering factorqz
54p(sinu)/l, whereu is the angle of incidence andl the

FIG. 7. XRR diffractogram from a representativea-C ML struc-
ture deposited by MS and two simulations assuming either ro
~No. 1! or smooth~No. 2! interfaces between the individual layer
The simulated curves are shifted to lower values.
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x-ray wavelength measured in nm. Three curves are sho
an experimental~open circles! from a representativea-C
multilayer and two corresponding Monte Carlo simulatio
assuming either rough~solid line! or sharp~dotted line! AB
interfaces. The simulated curves are shifted to lower val
for demonstration purposes~to show better the line shape!.
The interference fringes manifesting in the experimen
XRR curve are not so sharp as they would be expected f
sharpAB interface. Instead, the Monte Carlo simulation
the XRR curve assuming a rough interface follows better
experimental data~open circles! and is in qualitative agree
ment with the computational results~Figs. 2,4!. According to
the Monte Carlo simulations of the XRR curves, theAB
interface roughness isr i540 Å.

The results of the properties of the individualsp2-rich and
sp3-rich layer in the ML structure, based on XRR results, a
summarized in Table II. An interesting feature of these
sults compared with the properties of thea-C single-layers
deposited with the same conditions~Table I! is that the den-
sity values are slightly different. Thus, thesp3- (sp2)-rich
layers in the ML structure are slightly less~more! dense than
the corresponding single layers, respectively. This may
another indication of local transformations in the whole M
structure in order to relieve the mean intrinsic stress of
overall structure, as we shall discuss below. Let us also p
out that the density and the fraction ofsp3 sites in films
prepared by magnetron sputtering is, in general, lower t
the corresponding values obtained by techniques such a
thodic arc or pulsed-laser deposition. Nevertheless, the
cial point is that the density and thesp3 fraction of ML films
are sustained, with respect to the same quantities in sin
layer films, prepared by magnetron sputtering, while stres
lowered. This is shown at an even more quantitative man
by the MC simulations. So, we would like to stress that t
realization of multilayered films with the desired properti
is a general procedure, which is not limited to the pres
experimental method, but can be used in conjuction with
other experimental techniques as well.

B. Intrinsic stress

The stress field in the multilayered structures is consid
ably more complicated than in single-layerta-C films. Let us
first look at our computational results. A site by site analy
of the stress field, as it is varied through theABAB layers, is
provided by calculating the atomic level stresses in the w
outlined in the methodology. A 3D plot showing the atom
stresses~shaded according to magnitude and sign! in a type-I
ML cell ( z̄53.56) is given in Fig. 8. It is clear that compre

h

TABLE II. Properties of the individual layers of the ML cell
deposited by MS, according to XRR analysis. Listed are the den
the sp3 fraction, and theAB interface roughness.

Layer r(g/cm3) sp3(%) r i(Å)

sp2 rich 2.0 18.0
40.0

sp3 rich 2.5 48.5
3-8
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NANOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MULTILAYERED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205203
sive stresses dominate in layersB, while tension is over-
whelmingly the dominant stress condition in layersA. A
close inspection of the interface regions reveals tha
gradual transition from tensile to compressive stress,
vice versa, is taking place. These properties were rather
pected, since we have found in the past that local comp
sive ~tensile! stresses favor the formation ofsp3 (sp2) sites,
respectively.5

An interesting feature is revealed by comparing the str
conditions in theA andB layers of the ML with the stresse
in typical bulk single-layer cells, fully relaxed with respect
external constraints, which have approximately the same
ordination numberz̄ with the respective ML layers, as show
in Fig. 8. It comes out that there are excessive stress co
tions in the ML layers, compared to the single-layer cells.
the latter case, the spatial distributions and magnitude sig
stresses is such that the average stress in the cells, bothsp3-
and sp2-rich, balances to about zero.5,6 ~Still, the average
stress over the fourfold atoms is compressive, while tha

FIG. 8. Atomic positions in the ML cell, also shown in Fig. 1
shaded according to the local atomic stress~left!. Also shown are
stresses in typical single-layer cells with the samez as in layersA
andB of the ML ~right!. Positive sign denotes compressive stre
20520
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threefold atoms is tensile.! In the ML case, the vast majority
of atoms in layersA are under high tensile stress, and av
aging within the layer seems not to lead to a compensa
state. A similar picture applies to layersB.

To quantify this observation, we compute the stress wit
thin slices (3 Å) in the vertical direction of the ML, by
averaging over the local stresses in the slice. The stress
file for the ML discussed above is shown in Fig. 9. The str
variations confirm that layersA are under excessive tensi
stress which is peaked within the slices lying in the midd
Note the smooth and gradual change of stress condition
compressive as we move into thesp3-rich regions. It is clear
that the average stress in each individual layerA or B is not
compensated but attains a definite tensile or compres
value.52 Still, the average stress over the whole bulk ML c
is calculated to be practically zero within the accuracy of
calculation~it is less than 1 GPa!. This shows that the com
pressive stresses in layersB are compensated by the tensi
stresses in layersA. The analogous effect in single layerta-C
films requires the mostly tensile local stresses atsp2 sites to
compensate the compressive stresses at thesp3 sites.

A similar situation is observed in the type-II ‘‘epitaxial
cells. To trace the strain field, in this case, let us compute
probability of finding an atom~no distinction betweensp2

andsp3) under tensile or compressive stress at depthz, in-
dependent of its magnitude, in a similar manner used for
position probabilities of Fig. 4. So, we compute the atom
stress densities of statesP(s)5dN/dz, where dN is the
number of sites under tensile or compressive stress lyin
the vertical position interval betweenz and z1dz. The re-
sulting distributions are shown in Fig. 10. The central o
come of this analysis is that tensile stress is predominan
layersA, where thesp3 fraction is low, while compressive
stress is maximized in layersB where thesp3 fraction is
high. It is instructive to compare Figs. 4 and 10. It is obvio
that the position and stress distributions exhibit the sa
pattern, which shows that the relation between stress co

.

FIG. 9. Variation of atomic stresses in the ML of Fig. 8, ave
aged over thin slices of 3 Å width, as a function of depth. T
average stress in the structure is denoted by the dashed horiz
line.
3-9
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C. MATHIOUDAKIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205203
tions and hybridization has a global character. Other nota
features in Fig. 10 are the peaks in the tensile stresses a
interface~IF! and the surface~S!, and also the small peak i
the compressive stress in layerA near the interface. Again
this is consistent with the enhancedsp3 population seen in
Fig. 4 in the region adjacent to the interface.

The average stress over the wholeABAB ML cell, ex-
cluding the substrate, is also nearly relaxed, it is;2 GPa.
So, as a general finding, we can say that the tensile stre
particularly in layersA, balance overall the high compressiv
stresses in layersB, but at the local level the compressiv
stresses are preserved and so is thesp3 fraction in theB
layers. This characteristic makes the multilayered structu
promising candidates for solving the adhesion proble
without rendering the desired diamondlike properties.

We now proceed to examine the stress conditions
served in our experimental studies. The stress behavior
ing the experimental development ofa-C multilayers with
alternatingVb is of great importance. The main characteris
of the a-C multilayers deposited by MS is that they exhib
always compressive stresses, even when they aresp2 rich.
Therefore, the difference in stress behavior between thesp2-
and sp3-rich a-C layers, deposited by MS, does not lie
their character~tensile or compressive! but in the values of
compressive stresses~see Table I and Ref. 19!. Thus, no
quantitative comparison of the experiments with the com
tational results can be made. However, the experime
stress variation in thea-C multilayers share many qualitativ
features with the computational results, as it has been sh
for the density andsp3 content.

Figure 11 shows the evolution of the average stress~solid
triangles! with the thicknessz (z50 refers to thea-C/Si
interface! for a typical a-C multilayer deposited with alter

FIG. 10. Stress probability distributions~in arbitrary units! as a
function of depth in the epitaxial cell shown in Fig. 3. The interfa
~IF! with the substrate is on the left and the surface~S! is on the
right. The thick lines are polynomial fits.~a! Tensile stress probabil
ity. ~b! Compressive stress probability.
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natingVb . The average stress exhibits the same modula
with thesp3 content asVb alternates from floating to220 V
~see Fig. 6!. The vertical dotted lines are used just to disti
guish the regimes referred to the different layersA and B.
The first regime describes the stresses in layerA, which con-
sists of two sublayers: the first at the very initial stages
growth (;30 Å) to describe the stress conditions close
the interface and the second at the thickness of 200 Å
describe the stress conditions of the bulkA layer.

The compressive stress close to the interface is hig
than in the bulk of theA layers, in perfect agreement with th
existence of a peak in the computational results of Fig. 10~b!
regarding the compressive stress in theA layer. Afterwards,
the stress reduces due to the development of the contin
sp2-rich layer. When the layerB is deposited with negative
Vb , the compressive stress increases progressively to
GPa, that is well below than the stress~6.5 GPa! of the single
layers deposited with the same conditions~see Table I and
Ref. 19!. At this stage the deposited material exhibits diffe
ent composition~rich in sp3 sites! than the layerA ~rich in
sp2 sites!, as shown in Fig. 6. The deposition of anoth
layer of type A leads again to a stress reduction
;0.6 GPa followed by an increase in the stress level wh
the next layerB is deposited, in fair agreement with th
simulated epitaxial cell of Fig. 3 and the corresponding co
putational results of Figs. 5 and 10. The same stress de
dence on theVb is also obtained when we deposit the thi
AB bilayer.

For a better understanding of the stress behavior we
culated the stress within the individual layers and the res
are also shown~open triangles! in Fig. 11. These results
show that theA andB layers exhibit a local stress level abo
1 and 7.5 GPa, respectively. On the other hand, the satura
level of the total stress, shown in Fig. 11~solid triangles!, is
about 4.5 GPa, that is well below the 6 GPa obtained ina-C
single layers with similar mean coordination number. That
the interposition of the low-stressedA layers seems to pro
mote the control of the total stress level in thea-C multilay-
ers. Although the total stress is lower ina-C multiple layers

FIG. 11. The evolution of average stress~solid triangles! versus
thickness for a film deposited with alternatingVb . Open triangles
represent the stress within the individual layers. The vertical do
lines separate the six regimes referred to the layersA andB.
3-10
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NANOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MULTILAYERED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205203
than in the single layers, the former still exhibit a high fra
tion of sp3-bondeda-C. This supports our computationa
results according to which, the key factor for the stability
the sp3 sites is the local stress and not the total stress of
multilayer structure.

C. Elastic properties

One of the most important diamondlike properties ofta-C
is high hardness. A crucial question then arises. Do the
structures studied here retain the high values of ela
moduli, characteristic ofta-C films, or does the introduction
of sp2-rich layers lead to the deterioration of their hardne
To answer this question, we calculated the elastic modul
a number of type-I~bulk! cells, characterized by differen
average coordination numbersz, and compared them with
the corresponding moduli of single-layer cells and also w
the experimental nanoindentation measurements. From
comparison, some interesting conclusions are reached.

The results of our calculations for a number of moduli a
elastic constants are listed in Table III. We also plot in F
12 the variation ofB0 as a function ofz and compare it with
the corresponding variation in the single-layer case. Th
are two notable aspects of these results. First, we obs
that the ML structures have somewhat lower moduli than
single-layer films. Yet, the decrease is rather small and d
not show any appreciable degradation of hardness. Note

FIG. 12. Variation of the calculated bulk modulus of ML cel
~filled circles! as a function of the mean coordinationz, contrasted
to the respective variation in single-layer cells~open squares!. The
dashed line is a fit to the latter, while the solid line fits the form
and is extrapolated to largerz.

TABLE III. Elastic moduli ~in GPa! of four computer generated
multilayered cells, characterized by a different mean coordina

number z̄, at 0 K. Listed are the bulk modulusB0, the Young’s
modulusY, the shear modulusm, and the two elastic constantsc11

andc12.

z̄ B0 Y c11 c12 m

3.44 267 612 632 85 273
3.51 287 658 679 91 294
3.56 302 692 715 96 309
3.64 317 727 750 100 325
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as z increases the difference becomes smaller and the
variation, by extrapolation, converges to the single-la
variation. This, however, would occur at az exceeding 3.75,
a limit at which the ML transforms into a single-layer film
because thesp2-rich layers shrink and disappear.~Recall that
z denotes the mean coordination of the whole ML cell.! For
z53.64, the highest coordination that we have been abl
achieve, the moduli are quite high, showing that as-gro
ML’s, designed this way to have low intrinsic film stress, a
suitable for mechanical purposes.

The experimentally determined elastic properties of va
ousa-C ML’s, namely, hardness and Young’s modulus, ha
been measured by nanoindentation employing the C
technique.40,41 The A layers of the studied ML films have
variable thickness. For this reason, the mean coordina
number of the whole ML structure was calculated from t
density values and the thickness of each individual lay
measured by XRR, assuming a linear correlation betw
density and coordination number based on Refs. 26,32.

In addition, CSM was used to study the elastic propert
of representativea-C single layers 25–30 nm thick, whic
were deposited by various techniques~EBE, MS, FCVA!
covering a wide range of mean coordination number~calcu-
lated from the density values!. As the single layers are ver
thin, there is considerable effect from the Si substrate in
measured elastic modulus values.21 In order to separate the
elastic properties of the film from those of the substrate a
the influence of the tip’s radius effect, we fitted the expe
mental results with two empirical equations based on fin
element analysis to get the real elastic properties of thea-C
films.21,53

Figure 13 shows the variation of the Young’s modulusY
with the mean coordination number~calculated from XRR!
for thea-C multilayers and single layers based on CSM d
analysis. In both cases, the modulus increases conside
with the mean coordination number, in qualitative agreem
with the computational results forB0 shown in Fig. 12, or

r

FIG. 13. The variation of Young’s modulus with the mean c
ordination number fora-C multilayers~ML’s, open squares! and for
single-layers~SL’s, filled squares! based on CSM data analysis. Th
various growth techniques are also indicated for each case. S
triangles show the corresponding MC calculations for the multila
cells. The SBS result of Ferrariet al. ~Ref. 55! for FCVA is also
shown~open triangle!.

n
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C. MATHIOUDAKIS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205203
equivalently with the computed Young’s modulus results
the MLs, shown in Fig. 13. However, despite the agreem
on the overall trend, there seemingly is a considerable qu
titative difference between the experimental and theoret
results.

There are a number of reasons for this quantitative dif
ence. First, the computed elastic moduli are for type-I~bulk!
cells without any contribution from the interface and surfa
regions, which become important for thin films, while th
experimentally determined moduli unavoidably reflect co
tributions from these regions.~There are inherent difficulties
in measuring the elastic properties of very thin films.!21 Sec-
ondly, it has been recently reported54 that the Tersoff poten-
tial used for the simulations overestimates the moduli
single-layer cells in the intermediate region 3.3,z,3.6, by
;18–24 % when compared to more accurate tight-bind
approaches. This indicates excessively compact network
these coordinations, as we noted above. Thus, correcting
a similar overestimation in the case of the ML cells, w
estimateY to be in the range of 490–620 GPa. On the oth
hand, previous calculations5 of Y with the Tersoff potential at
coordinations relevant tota-C (z.3.8–3.9) yielded values
near 800 GPa, in excellent agreement with the values 7
790 GPa reported by Ferrariet al.55 for FCVA films, deter-
mined by surface Brillouin scattering~SBS!. Also, the
corresponding calculated bulk modulus.360 GPa~Refs.
5,6! agrees well with the SBS measurements~368 GPa!
of Manghnaniet al.56 in ta-C films synthesized from C60

under pressure. Therefore, as the comparison of the
~Ref. 55! and the present nanoindentation measurement
Y in Fig. 13 shows, it is likely that the latter method unde
estimates the elastic moduli by more than 40%.7,55,57,58Tak-
ing this into account would raise the moduli of our expe
mental ML films to values quite close to the correct
theoretical ones.

Another interesting comparison of our simulational a
experimental results, concerns the question of whether
moduli of the ML structures are enhanced or not with resp
to the moduli of single-layer films with the same mean c
ordination number. The computational results of Fig.
show that the bulk modulus of the ML’s slightly degrad
with respect to the single-layer case. On the other ha
the experiment~Fig. 13! shows a small enhancement of th
elastic modulus of the ML structures. This difference
the trend cannot be attributed to the systematic inaccura
~outlined above! in the methods involved, but it rather poin
to some inhomogeneous patterns~nanostructured grains!
in the experimental ML films12,59 that harden the materia
and which are less pronounced in the single-la
films. ~Such structures are absent in the simulational ce!
For example, it has been reported60,61 that the existence o
nanostructured regions inta-C films prepared by pulsed
laser deposition enhances their hardness. The problem
nanostructured and/or nanocrystalline seeds ina-C is not yet
well understood, and further experimental and theoret
work is needed to elucidate the properties of this comp
material.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Monte Carlo simulations of the structure, local stre
fields and elastic moduli, in conjuction with experiment
probes, such as spectroscopic ellipsometry, XRR, stress m
surement techniques, and nanoindentation, have led us t
in-depth analysis of MLa-C films that are composed of lay
ers dense and rich insp3 sites alternated by layers rich i
sp2 geometries. The simulated structures were generate
appropriate liquid-quenching methods, while the experim
tal films were grown using the magnetron sputtering te
nique.

The structural analysis of the simulated~grown! ML films
shows a clear alternation of thesp2- and sp3-rich layers,
with a continuous variation of coordination from the inn
parts of the layers to the interface regions. The layer de
ties show similar variations. A tendency ofsp3 atoms to
gather near the interface with the substrate is observed, w
the surface is enriched withsp2 atoms. The percentage o
sp3 atoms in the dense layers rises up to;70% in the simu-
lated structures, and up to;50% in the deposited films. In
both cases, the density andsp3 fraction in the dense layer
are comparable with the values in single-layer films.

The analysis of the stress fields reveals, in accorda
with the coordination variations, a gradual transition fro
compressive stress in the dense layers to low, or eve
tensile stress~in simulated cells! in the sp2-rich layers. The
total stress is completely compensated in the simulated c
In the sputtered films, the total stress is lower than in sing
layer films with similar mean coordination number. Thu
both the computational and experimental results indicate
the key factor for the stability of thesp3 sites is the local
stress and not the total stress of the ML structures.

The calculated elastic moduli, after correction for overe
timation in the intermediate coordination region, are qu
high making them suitable for mechanical applications. Th
are only slightly degraded with respect to the moduli
single-layer films. On the other hand, the experimen
moduli, measured by nanoindentation, are lower than
simulational values. This indicates an already pointed out
other authors problem, namely, that nanoindentation un
estimates the moduli when compared to acoustic w
techniques, such as the surface Brillouin scattering meth
Also, the experimental ML moduli are slightly enhance
with respect to the moduli of single-layer films. We interpr
this in terms of the existence of nanostructured grains in
sputtered films. Finally, we emphasize that the idea for
realization of multilayered films, as a mean to relieve t
stress in theta-C material, is not limited to the present ex
perimental method, but it can be used in conjuction w
other experimental techniques, such as cathodic arc
pulsed-laser deposition, that yield higher densities andsp3

contents.
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